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General Overview

• Title V of the Federal Clean Air Act (CAA) and the associated federal rules require states to establish annual fees based on emissions.

• The total fees collected must be sufficient to cover the full cost of developing and administering the Title V program requirements.

• The process for assessing emission fees is specified in §22a-174-26 of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies (RCSA).
Facts and Figures for 2013 Title V Fees

• Inventory Stabilization Factor (ISF)
  • If unadjusted by the DEEP Commissioner it would be 12.9
  • As reduced by Commissioner Klee it became 5.01

• Total of 67 sites are receiving Title V emission fee invoices for 2013.

• In response to our payees continued requests for more time, we once again sent the invoices out even sooner this year…… May 19th, 2014.

• 2013 Emissions Fees are due by July 1st, 2014
Comparing Title V Fees (2013 to 2012)

- Total Tons for all Title V Sites:
  - 2012: 9,474
  - 2013: 10,364

- Fee per ton emitted:
  - 2012: $301
  - 2013: $235

- Total Title V Fees Billed:
  - 2012: $2,903,808
  - 2013: $2,500,326
2010 Fees
- MWCs 25%
- Electric Gen. 55%
- All Other 20%

2011 Fees
- MWCs 38%
- Electric Gen. 34%
- All Other 28%

2012 Fees
- MWCs 42%
- Electric Gen. 26%
- All Other 32%

2013 Fees
- MWCs 37%
- Electric Gen. 36%
- All Other 27%
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